Judith Dios
3-D Watercolor Nuno Felted Chemise or Vest Workshop
Alpaca Fiber Studio
May 8-10, 2017

Materials & Supplies List

Bring a top that fits you well, made of non-stretchy material. This will become the basis for your pattern. It can be
shorter than desired length, collarless and sleeveless. (Length can be added when the pattern is created.)
The quantities for materials listed below are estimates of what I use for a particular medium to large size garment. Actual
amounts used will vary, depending on size and personal preferences.

BASE FABRIC
4.5 mm silk gauze: un-dyed
3 yards for a chemise, or non-wrap vest
4 yards for a wrap front vest

FIBERS
superfine Merino, 19.8 microns, un-dyed
4 oz. for a chemise
6 oz. wrap front vest
Mulberry, bombyx or cultivated silk roving (also called “top” or “sliver”), a combination of dyed and un-dyed, for
embellishment, 1 oz.

FABRIC FOR 3-D EMBELLISHMENT
3.0 mm silk gauze: 1 yard, un-dyed
4.5 mm silk gauze: 1 yard, un-dyed
5.0 mm silk habotai: 1 yard, un-dyed
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EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
measuring tape
brown kraft paper: at least 30” x 6’( the type used for wrapping parcels)
masking tape: 1-2” wide (I prefer the green or blue painter’s tape. It is easier to work with)
pencil
calculator
straight edge: alternatively, the edge of a metal measuring tape can be used
long straight pins: also known as quilting pins
scissors: if you have dedicated scissors used only for fabric, bring a second pair for cutting paper
(2) rolls of 2mm plastic sheeting: 9” X 12” package (found in paint dept.)
spray bottle: for water, should be able to spray a mist
small plastic tub or bucket: 1 qt. yogurt size or 1 gal. ice cream tub would suffice, for holding soapy water
ball brauser or sprinkling device: bring if you have one, several sprinklers will be available for use in the studio
old towels: 3 or 4 large; 2 “Sham Wow,” or other artificial chamois, are extra absorbent and could replace 2 of the
towels
wide bubble wrap: for fulling, not rolling; needs to be at least 30 inches long; two narrow pieces of bubble wrap can
be taped together
apron or protective clothing: for dyeing
plastic disposable Solo cups: 10-12 cups, 10 oz.-16 oz., for dye solution, clear or white interiors so you can
accurately see the colors, Solo cups are preferred because they will not shrink when hot dye solution is
added
brushes: 2”-3” inexpensive, any type of bristle, will need 2-6 brushes or (use one and keep rinsing it out), a ½ inch
brush for details is useful

JUDITH TO PROVIDE:
non-perfumed soap
non-latex gloves
ties
acid dyes
citric acid
colored fabric scraps
handspun yarn
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